Tom Lisle—at the swimming hole …
Fairbridge Farm School
Ken Armstrong Photo
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A guy is driving around and he sees a sign
in front of a house: 'Talking Dog for Sale'.
He rings the bell and the owner tells him the
dog is in the backyard. The guy goes into
the backyard and sees a Labrador retriever
sitting there.
"You talk?" he asks.
“Yep.” the dog replied
Yep
"So, what's your
story?"
The Lab looks up and says;
"Well, I discovered that I could talk when I
was pretty young. I wanted to help the government, so I told the CIA about my gift,
and in no time at all they had me jetting
from country to country, sitting in rooms
with spies and world leaders, because no
one figured a dog would be eavesdropping.
I was one of their most valuable spies for
eight years running. But the jetting around
really tired me out, and I knew I wasn't getting any younger so I decided to settle
down. I signed up for a job at the airport to
do some undercover security wandering
near suspicious characters and listening in. I
uncovered some incredible dealings and
was awarded a batch of medals. I got married, had a mess of puppies, and now I'm
just retired."
The guy was amazed. He goes back in and
asks the owner what he wants for the dog.
"Ten dollars," the guy says.
"Ten dollars? This dog is amazing. Why on
earth are you selling him so cheap?"
"Because he's a liar. He never did any of
that crap."

Wanted Column

20
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Hello from the President
Hello Everybody,
Use sunscreen liberally; keep well hydrated, especially in the heat; watch your
electrolytes (don’t use ethanol [one of the alcohols that is most often found in
alcoholic beverages] to do this) and...

HAVE A GREAT SUMMER
and we will communicate soon.

Ron Hancock

PS (1) Keep the bursary donations coming.
(2) Stay away from the Middle East.

Canada Day—Dominion Day
Brief History:
On June 20, 1868, a proclamation signed by the Governor General, Lord Monck, called upon
all Her Majesty's subjects throughout Canada to join in the celebration of the anniversary of
the formation of the union of the British North America provinces in a federation under the
name of Canada on July 1st.
The July 1 holiday was established by statute in 1879, under the name “Dominion Day.”
On October 27, 1982, the July 1st holiday’s name was changed to "Canada Day".
Since 1985, Canada Day Committees have been established in each province and territory to
plan, organize and coordinate the Canada Day celebrations.

Prince of Wales Fairbridge Farm School Dominion Day Float — late 1940s
Ken Armstrong Photo
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Summer Greetings from Pat
I hope your summer is going well and that you like the
new format of your Gazette. Any feedback you have will
be appreciated. What do you
think of the type size?
I had the great fortune to spend some time in Europe this
spring—and the highlight of my trip was going to see the
little seaside town where my mother, Marjorie Arnison
(Skidmore) was born: Whitley Bay is on the east coast of
England, not far from Newcastle upon Tyne.

St Mary’s Lighthouse
The sands seem to stretch for miles up to St Mary’s
Lighthouse at the north end of the town. The Lighthouse
Whitley Bay
is no longer working, but it is being used as an education
centre. I was sad to see that the Fun Park , the Spanish
City, is in the process of being demolished.
The
Whitley
Bay
Sands

The Spanish City
Whitley Bay

35 Dean Street,

The former Fairbridge Office
Newcastle—the former was located not far from the
Newcastle Central Train Station
Fairbridge Office,
— it is about a 10 minute walk.
is a restaurant today. Does anyone recall making that
walk? My mother recalls being
housed in a church for a day or two before being sent to the
Middlemore Homes in Birmingham. There is a church directly
behind the former Fairbridge Office. I wonder if this could be
the one?
Editor’s Note: if you have sent something in, and I have neglected to publish it — please do not hesitate to send
me a nudge or a reminder, as I am not of a mind to exclude anything—but I may have misplaced it (I am working on my filing system but it has a long way to go to be anything like Molly Harris’!)
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Fairbridge Girls
by Roddy Mackay

H

aving just finished reading the Gazette and I would like to congratulate Pat
and all those involved in the production
of our news letter. I am also happy to see
that others are contributing articles. Most
of the letters reflected positive and happy
memories of Fairbridge as they should;
however one of the last articles “Betty’s
Bible” disturbed me deeply. It has been
my experience one runs the risk of being
labeled one of those “ungrateful curs”,
by raising the issue of how differently
some of us feel about our life at Fairbridge.
The phrase out of the article, Betty’s Bible, “...train them as farm hands and
domestic servants” really hit home to me.
I am convinced that our girls faced far
harder challenges on leaving Fairbridge
than the boys did. Their predestined lot
in life was domestic servants, house
maids, or house wives. I can’t help but
wonder if other Fairbridge girls became
pregnant this way and were forced to
give up their babies.
Those who could keep their baby, forced
to live with the stigma that the hypocrites

with their high morals regarded unwed
mothers. Fairbridge, the institution is not
entirely to blame for this as our society in
the 40s generally treated young women
as second class citizens.

At our next reunion,
I suggest we pay a
special tribute to all the
Fairbridge girls
by putting a Red Rose on
each of their plates.
Fortunately this sad story seems to have a
happy ending with the reunion of Betty’s
two daughters. We are left to wonder why
those making the decision did not accept
her parent’s offer to take Betty and her
child home to England.
At our next reunion I suggest we pay a
special tribute to all those young girls
who did their best to meet the severe challenges imposed on them upon leaving
Fairbridge. What say, a Red Rose on the
plate of each of the Fairbridge ladies who
attend the next reunion? I’m sure our gallant leader President Ron would endorse
such a recommendation. I will be happy
to cover the cost.
Roddy Mackay

“...the girls all seem to be headed in the direction of the nursing profession...and a young
lady from Birmingham had a hearty laugh at the very idea of becoming a farmer’s wife.”
From the article, New Fairbridge Girls Declare They Won’t Be Farmer’s Wives,
Vancouver Province, September 21, 1938 (p. 3)
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This is the title page from an article in Victoria’s Daily Colonist,
Magazine Section, dated Sunday, April 14, 1940

I think that the Fairbridge Girls
needed to be stronger, more resourceful and more independent
than many girls of the times.
As we can see from the title of
this article, published in the Vancouver Province on September
21, 1938 (p. 3) some girls came
over with firm ideas of their own.
Pat Skidmore
Old newspapers are all put on microfilm and can be found at number of places, including the BC Archives, and
at most university libraries. The Duncan Museum also has several articles pertaining to the Fairbridge School.
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MEMORIES
of FAIRBRIDGE
By Gordon Dewhirst

Gordon Dewhirst, ca 1948

Ken Armstrong Photo

M

y recollections of Fairbridge are pretty
fuzzy. I can’t recall the names of the boys who
were in my cottage though I do recall the cottage mother’s name was ‘Biddy’ Blanchard.
I raised homing pigeons in a loft behind the
cottage and later bantams in a shed and enclosure behind the girls’ cottages. I also grew
pumpkins in my plot behind the cottage. As I
recall there was a competition to produce the
largest pumpkin. I drilled a hole in the stalk
close to the pumpkin and fed it with sugar water. I don’t recall whether that made any difference. Someone told me that if one collected
enough Players cigarette tins (the kind that
held 50 cigarettes) one could turn them in and
get a new bike. I think I traded my stamp collection for a number of tins (or was it the
other way around?). In any event I never got a
new bike.

I do recall that the cottage
mother’s name was
‘Biddy’ Blanchard.
Two of my favourite memories are of rafting
on the Koksilah River and chores on the farm.
I recall one occasion when another boy and I
had been rafting on the river about a hundred

yards or so above the swimming hole. When
we were finished we started back through the
woods to go back to the cottage. We must
have become disoriented in the woods as we
found ourselves about 20 yards from the
clearing that served as the changing area for
the girls. There were a few girls and a cottage
mother there. We hid behind a fallen log until
the coast was clear.

Two of my favourite memories
are of rafting near the
‘Junction’ of the Koksilah River
and Kelvin Creek and doing
chores on the farm.
A few days later the chaplain, Tom Hipp, approached me about spying in the girls. I don’t
think he fully believed my story that we had
been disoriented in the woods. The favourite
place for rafting was at the ‘Junction’ where
the Kelvin Creek flowed into the river. There
the water was deep with a bit of current and a
tangle of logs brought down in the spring runoff. I am surprised nobody was drowned there.
I suspect most of the younger boys looked
forward to the day when they would be assigned to chores on the farm. I did. I wasn’t
much use in the cow barn. Mucking out the
barn and washing the cows’ udders in preparation for milking was no problem. It was the
next step – squirting out some milk before attaching the suction cups for the milking machine – that was the problem. I could never
get my fingers to work in the correct sequence. So I usually ended up in the dairy
where we strained and cooled the milk before
it was put in the milk cans.
I didn’t care much for the pigs. On one occasion I was asked to keep and eye on one of
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the fat sows that was due to give birth. Sure the expression “between a rock and a hard
enough on my watch the piglets started to place’.
arrive. After two or three were out I noticed I found my niche with the chickens. I must
the sow was nibbling at the piglets. I have done a good job there (or perhaps it
thought she was going to eat them – those was concluded I was useless with the other
pigs would eat anything. I grabbed a broom animals) as the farmhand who looked after
or a 2 x 4 and went into the pen and gave them asked to have me back frequently.
the sow a few whacks on the back. She igThat is probably why I acquired the nicknored me so I left her to get on with it. I rename “chick”. Hens are pretty stupid creaalized later she was simply nipping off the
tures; at least that is what I thought at the
umbilical cords. That was long before my
time. Occasionally I would forget to close
wife and I had our first child and I underthe henhouse door completely when I went
stood a bit more about the birthing process.
in to spread grain or collect the eggs. A
I liked working at horse barn though I ap- few hens would get out then I had a hell of
proached that job with some trepidation. a time to get the back in. Of course to get
Bill Reid was a great old guy and a good them back in I had to leave the door open
teacher. One had to be nimble when letting then other hens would come to the door to
the horses out of the paddock into the barn check on the excitement outside. One has
in the evening. One would not have imag- to admire the skills of a Border Collie.
ined that Clydesdales could move so
Though my recollections are fuzzy, I requickly. Like the cows they each knew their
member my days at Fairbridge fondly. I
own stalls. Grooming the horses was a challearnt a lot and between school, chores and
lenge. The horse stalls were only about six
organized sports we seemed to have had a
feet wide. A Clydesdale takes up most of
lot of free time to do as we pleased and find
that space. There wasn’t much room for
ourselves.
even an 80 lb. kid and, like lovers, the
horses tended to snuggle closer when being
14/04/2006
brushed. I think of them when I come across Gordon Dewhirst

Gordon came out on
the RMS Aquitania
with the party of 26
boys & 2 girls on
May 31, 1947
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Remembering Duke
by Eric Lewis
Ken Braunton came to the Prince of Wales
Fairbridge Farm School in Duncan on May 8,
1940. He arrived with a party of 24 boys and 6
girls. He was already one of the ‘big boys’
when he arrived, therefore he could immediately wear long pants and he was made a prefect.
Everyone liked Ken, he was very talented, he
had beautiful handwriting and he often stood
up to read a chapter from his Fairbridge Bible
at the Chapel on Sundays.
Ken was very kind. He made friends with two
pigeons that lived on the roof on the cottages,
which he called Duke and Lady. Ken would
hold out his hand with wheat on it, and his
birds would flutter down and sit on his hand to
get their treats. This is where he got his nickname, Duke, and it
stuck with him If Duke didn’t know
throughout the rest
the answer, he would
of his life.

say that it has
“dirforabasker.”

“Ken Braunton
is from ‘Devon,
glorious Devon,’
and carried his
accent around
with him like
they all do.”
Vancouver Province, May 8, 1940,
page 9

lived in the Deep Cove area and he helped
many with their gardens. If any of the women
After Duke left the
wanted to know about a sick plant, and if
school he was sent
to work on a large dairy farm for Miss Moses Duke didn’t know the answer, he would say
in North Saanich. Those were the days when that it has “dirforabasker” a name he made up.
milk was delivered in bottles to each house in
a Model A Ford truck and when the thick Duke would not hurt any animals and during
cream sitting at the top was over a quarter of that time, it was common practice for people
the way down the bottle. I don’t believe the to get rid of their unwanted kittens by putting
farm is there today, but there is a rock sticking them in a potato sack and drowning them in
up and out of the ocean close to the farm, the rain barrel. This was difficult for Duke to
which is called Moses’ Point. After some time take, so he tried to find homes for all the unhe got a job pumping gas at the Sidney Air- wanted kittens that crossed his path. He
port and when the chap retired, Duke took thought up a plan.
over fuelling up the airplanes. After a couple
of years, he sold out and went gardening. He The next time he was gardening at an English
got along well with all the English ladies who lady’s home, he shouted, “There goes a rat in
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your back garden. You better do something
before you get overrun with rats. But this is
your lucky day, as I have imported a special
pair of cats, called Yorkshire Ratters from
England. I’ve got some kittens that are ready
to go right now. I’ll give you one.” Thus
Duke was able to find all kinds of homes for
the stray and unwanted kittens of the Deep
Cove area.

I import special Yorkshire
Ratters and I have kittens
ready to go right now.
Duke lived alone in a small house on
Downey Road in Deep Cove. If he was gardening when I visited him, he would have
the windows wide open in his cottage and
his favourite classical music turned up loud.
He had made a lot of friends locally. We all
invited him to come over for special meals,

such as Christmas. He accepted everyone’s
invitations, even though, for the most part,
he had no intention of going. I asked him
once why he said he would show up, when I
knew he would not. He answered, “Well, because, it is easier than arguing with them.”
Duke drank heavily, and it eventually got the
better of him. When Duke passed away, I
was called because he told nearly every one
he knew that I had his will. But I didn’t have
it. When we checked his little cottage at
Deep Cove, we couldn’t find it, but I found
his Fairbridge Bible and I treasure it to this
day.
The property was sold by a Sidney lawyer, a
Mr. Shaw, who found a distant relative in
England who got all the proceeds
Duke symbolized everything that was nice
about a person.

Eric Lewis

Photo Appeal:Ask and ye shall receive!
Three wonderful photos
of the Dining Hall Bell.
Ken Bennett sent this photo on the
right of the Dining Hall Bell. The
young lad is Philip Tipler.
And Norm Richards sent in this
photo on the far right of the Dining
Hall Bell. The girls are Audrey
Richards and Hazel Hughes.

What ever happened
to the old bell?

John Robinson
sent in this Bell
Photo with the
dining hall —
dated summer
1949
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Thoughts on Fairbridge
Joan Vallentin

I

too, spent time in Middlemore Home,
Sellyoaks, Birmingham. My father, Frederick Oscar Vallentin was an Eaton scholar –
trained to be a doctor (I'm told); my mother,
unfortunately was totally ignorant. She had
trouble even writing a sentence – never heard
of punctuation or capitals.
My father died when I was three and apparently I ran away from home. I'm told the
whole city of Birmingham was out looking for
me – they even dragged the lake. Eventually
they found me sitting on a rock, crying. I
guess sometime around then, my mother decided she couldn't handle me and so I was sent
away to Middlemore Home. I have few recollections of that place except for Nurse Hill and
the canings I got. I guess I must have been a
brat. One day when my mother came to see
me she saw all the bruises and she took me to
the local "bobby" and showed them to him. He
said, "Take her back but if it happens again,
take her out of there." Yeah! right. Do you
think she wanted me back? That night I was
sent to bed with no supper.
Anyway, at the grand old age of six I was
helping (I thought) the doctor clear up after
we had had our smallpox vaccinations. He
asked me if I'd like to go to Canada – have
real reindeer to pull my sleigh to school etc,
etc.

I was asked if I wanted to go to
Canada and have real reindeer
pull my sleigh to school. Of
course, I said, “I’d love to go.”
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Of course I said, “I'd love to go." I guess that
was it. I was soon on my way to Liverpool. I
regret leaving the beautiful fields and the
Hawthorne trees behind but where we were
going and why I had no idea.
We eventually boarded the ship "The Duchess
of Atholl" and our parents were allowed to
come and see us off. My mother came but
when the "all ashore that's going ashore"
whistle went (three times I think) she wouldn't go. The last picture I have of her is that of
being carried off the boat kicking and
screaming – "Please don't take my baby –
please let me have her, don't take her."
I can't explain this but I didn't really understand – hadn't she given me up already? I
wasn't sad, I wanted to get going. And so,
roughly two weeks later in September of
1937, I and eight other girls including my
"still" best friend Lily Clabby (Dean) arrived
at Fairbridge Farm School and were placed
in M Cottage with Mrs. Davidson as our
housemother. She was wonderful but we
soon lost her because she became Matron.
Fairbridge, of course, had it's shortcomings.
Most importantly I feel that many members
of the staff had little or no training in handling children. The popular housemothers
had brought children of their own into the
world and knew the "ropes" already, or many
of them. However, can any one person predict what fifteen or so of the little darlings
living in one cottage could dream up given
the chance?
I was often the prankster, the arguer, espousing many causes rightly or wrongly. For this
activity I received some awful thrashings.
However, bruises fade as do many painful
memories. "Gone but not forgotten" I believe
the phrase goes.
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But in all sincerity, I still think coming
out to Fairbridge was the best thing that
could have happened to me. I had some
wonderful teachers Miss Schofield, Mr.
Gillette, Mr. Riley. I made some good
friends.
The teachers inspired me to become one
myself. It was an experience I truly loved.
I never really felt like I was working
when I was with the children it was exciting and challenging everyday. I still like
to see them shopping, pushing their strollers, buggies etc. They always seem
pleased to see me and to show me "their"
treasures. It really has been a wonderful
life. Thank God I was shipped out of
England.
Fairbridge gave me a chance to grow up
and taught me the skills I needed to survive in this wacky but beautiful world.

(Edith) Joan Vallentin (Martin)
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Joan Vallentin came over on the
Duchess of Atholl with the party of
19 boys and 9 girls, arriving at the
Fairbridge School on
September 22, 1937.
Incidentally I purchased the book,
"Windows" (Rhodesia Fairbridge Memorial College autobiography) published in
2001 in Christchurch, New Zealand.
Could our Fairbridge Society publish a
book?
Editor’s Note: See below and page 14 for
more information on this book:
“Windows”
Thank you Joan for bringing this book to
our attention
Duchess
of Atholl

The Fairbridge Family Extension
I have been in contact with Peter Gould, the man
who compiled the Rhodesia Fairbridge Memorial College autobiography, Windows,
and he has sent me a copy of the book. This is an excerpt from a letter he wrote:
“...something else of real importance: You may not be aware of it but we within the
Fairbridge fraternity are very much ‘family’ and which includes any immediate family and off-spring of ours. Therefore, given that you are at least several decades late
in making contact with us, please consider yourself a family member of ours, and
mine in particular! With this in mind let me just say that there are presently 9 Rhodesian Fairbridge Memorial College people living in New Zealand, virtually from one
end of the country to the other, meaning that should you and/or any of your family
like to visit our quite beautiful country I am quite sure we would all give you a royal
time during your stay, and likely with free accommodation thrown in. And it doesn’t
end there because there are many more of us living in Australia, South Africa, and the
UK who would welcome you likewise, so put on your skates please and let us know
your ETA.
Peter Gould
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Windows: Rhodesia Fairbridge Memorial College British Child Migrants to Africa, compiled by Peter Gould
This book is a unique collection of historical articles, photographs, and life stories entirely
written and presented by twenty five former pupils and staff members who attended the Rhodesia Fairbridge Memorial College, Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia (now Zimbabwe) between
1946 and 1962 - at which time the college was closed and all records of it's existence destroyed. Here you can read not only of tales of hardship and privation but also of cheerful optimism, brave self-reliance, and caring staff. Share these fascinating and enthralling experiences
with the writers by entering the "Windows of their lives."
Peter Gould’s email address: Peter.Gould@xtra.co.nz
Website: http://www.fairbridge-worldwide.com/windows.html
Check out this website: Any ex-Fairbridge pupils from any country are welcome to share their
contact details:
http://www.fairbridge-worldwide.com/
Anyone wishing to purchase a copy of this book can do so by contacting me, Pat Skidmore, or
by contacting Peter Gould directly at the email address above .

FRONT COVER: shows the first party of eighteen Fairbridge boys who sailed from Southampton, England, 18th November 1946 on the Carnarvon Castle, and pictured disembarking
at Cape Town, South Africa, 4th December 1946 on their way to start new lives at Rhodesia
Fairbridge Memorial College in Bulawayo, Southern Rhodesia.
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September 25, 1935: Duchess of Atholl
June 11, 1936: Duchess of Richmond
October 22. 1936: Duchess of Atholl
September 22. 1937: Duchess of Atholl
Nov. 10, 1937 ; Duchess of Bedford
August 23,1938: Duchess of York
September 21, 1938: Duchess of Atholl
Nov 24,1938: Duchess of Bedford
May 8, 1940: Duchess of Bedford
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July 11, 1940: Duchess of Richmond
September 25, 1941: SS Madura
November 8, 1941: SS Bayano
July 29, 1945: __________?
Nov. 29, 1946: CPR SS Beaverford
December 9, 1946: __________?
May 31, 1947: RMS Aquitania.
May 25, 1948: Empress of Canada

My list of the Vessels Across the Atlantic is almost complete now.
July 29, 1945 and December 9, 1946 are the only dates left—does anyone know the
boats for these dates?.
Thanks to all who responded.
Most would have traveled from Vancouver to Nanaimo aboard the Princess Elaine:

The CPR Ferry Princess Elaine:
It was built by John Brown & Company, and
launched at Clydebank, Scotland on October 26,
1927, she was christened by Mrs. Stockwell Day.
She was a triple screw steam turbine of 2125 gt.,
with an average speed of 18.5 knots, her length
was 291 ft. and width of 48 ft.
Princess Elaine
She was designed especially for the Vancouver to
Nanaimo day run and went into service in May of
1928, and made the crossing in just over two hours. She stayed on this route for most of
her life, in 1952 she was put on the Gulf Island run, but was not suited to the small Island
ports, and was returned to the Nanaimo run in the summer of 1953. She only had six staterooms, but had a very large passenger lounge on her upper deck, and with the realization
that there would be more car and truck traffic, she had almost 10ft. clearance on her car
deck, which could handle about 60 vehicles of the day. By 1961 the Pr. Elaine was laid up
in Victoria. She was offered for sale in 1962, but was brought back into service for the
busy summer rush, but this was short lived, as she was sold to American interests and
moved to Blaine WA, and then to Seattle for use as a floating restaurant, but this never
worked out and she was eventually scrapped.
From the web site at: http://members.shaw.ca/gcsimpson/cprfleet6.htm
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The Lost Boys:
1) Ken Arnison
2) Jock Bennett
3) Albert Bettonie
...Albert was too close
to the fire and burnt
his sweater
4) Stanley Blake
5) Edward Carr
6) Pat Conlon
7) Donald Cumming
8) Arthur Fewings
9) Fred Harding
10) Ernie Hodge—
...Ernie was too close to the
fire and burnt his boot.
11) Derek Merrison
12) Gordon Neale
13) Stanley Newberry
14) Raymond Phillips

15) George Pagden
16) Rudolph Smith
17) Edward Spencer
And Mr. Garnett, the
teacher

Great Adventure Say Hungry Fairbridge boys: Victoria Daily Times, Saturday April 11, 1942, Section 2
Missing Party of Boys: Victoria Daily Colonist, April 11, 1942, page 1
17 Fairbridge Boys, Teacher, Lost in Woods: Victoria Daily Times April 10, 1942, page 1
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A Poem

For Robert Fenton
By Cy Hourigan

There was a man of good intent
a prince among his peers,
Unlike so many of his kind
he saw the children’s tears
Thus it was that Kingsley set
his sights above the plunder,
And strove to save the weakest ones
whose lives were torn asunder
So gathered up the wretched waifs
their blood of Celtic lands,
Heads held high and hearts laid low
their fate was in His hands
Then they were sent, these wee scared things
some no more than three,
Across Atlantic’s callous cold
to unknown destiny
Some sailed South and some went West
like seeds upon the wind,
And when those pods again touched soil
a new life would begin
The monies of the wealthy spent
to aid this noble venture,
For names attached to worthy cause
brings forthwith indenture
With pride and nature’s blessing,
beside a warmer sea,
Named in honour of the man
Fairbridge Farm School came to be
Buildings built and chapel bells
lent an air of reason,
To this wild but beauteous place
season after season
In the dirt on dusty days
and in the mud on wet ones,
Boys of stalwart backbone toiled
The sons of working sons
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The ways of honest labour learned
the master, the authority,
But callousness will cause the death
of ones identity
Thus like a beast that chews its flesh,
they worried their own kind,
For power ill-used will teach by act,
indifference of mind
But children being what they are
have always found a way,
To make the most of what they have
from day to night to day
So in the dark the fingers stretched
to reach and touch another,
For one will do what must be done
when searching for a mother
Lives were saved, their souls redeemed
most would not refute,
That things were as they should be
some could dare dispute
Just the same as their names
carved in wooden floors,
What was left behind remains
like scars behind closed doors
It’s been said that the best laid plans
will often go awry,
And so it was with one man’s hope
his deeds some did decry
So many things are left unknown,
the children gone or old,
May you find some solace here
your story’s partially told.

Robert Fenton and his brother Joe,
arrived at the Fairbridge Farm
School on August 23, 1938
They traveled across the Atlantic on
the Duchess of York.
Bob passed away in August 2004
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FABS Corner: Bursary News
I would like to take this time to say a very
special THANK YOU to everyone who sent
in contributions to the Bursary Fund. Look
for a listing of contributors in the December
Issue.
It is the contributions that will keep the Fairbridge Alumni Bursary Society going and to
ensure that the offspring of the Former Fairbridgians continue to have an understanding
of the unique place in Canadian History that
these special members of their family hold.
It is not just the Bursary amount, as we know
it cannot cover the costs of today’s education, but it is the idea of having this lasting
legacy—to be a reminder of and a positive
outcome from, the Prince of Wales Fairbridge Farm School.

Pat Skidmore President
Theresa Shelley Financial
Joan Skidmore Director
Doreen Hagen Director

We have received several successful applications for bursaries for the
coming school 2006/2007 term.
FABS will be sending out notification letters and instructions to all
applicants in August

To all the students: good luck
on your studies
Fairbridge Alumni Bursary Society
Registered Charity Number
0884593-21
Incorporated October 17, 1989

Are Bursaries Important to Students?
I have done a little research on the importance of Bursaries for students today. Given the cost
of getting a higher education today, research shows that increased funding for non-repayable
grants/bursaries based on financial need, and not more student loans, is the primary way to improve equitable access to university…(from the Canadian Centre for Policy Alternatives, a study prepared for
the Student Unions at the U of Sask and U of Regina, Nov. 16, 2004)

The following study was done with regard to bursaries given out by a particular school, but I
think the findings could be universal: This research compared the student experience of those
with and without bursary awards ... the article examines the ways in which bursaries impact on
the student experience before they enter the institution, in the early weeks of their studies and
as they progress through their programs…[this study showed that] students with bursaries
were more likely to be retained and to perform well during the first year than those without
bursaries. The study found that bursaries can ease financial pressures during their transition to
higher education … and [affect] their commitment to succeed.
(From -- Bursaries and Student Success: a Study of Students from Low-Income Groups at Two Institutions in the South
West; http://www.blackwell-synergy.com/doi/abs/10.1111/j.1468-2273.2005.00285.x)
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Chapel Society News

On December 11, 2005 the Fairbridge
Chapel stove was stoked up in preparation for the coming Christmas celebrations to be held later that day. The story
made it into the local paper, The Pictorial, with journalist, Peter Rusland, urging the public not to miss next year’s
event at the historic farm.
There was a great turnout, and it was
the first time I was able to imagine
what it might have been like in its heyday filled with the Fairbridge kids —
the stove was stoked, the pews fuller
Fairbridge Chapel, 1949
Ken Armstrong photo. than I had ever seen them, and the
Chapel filled with voices.
P

I urge anyone who can make it—to
come to the 2006 Christmas Event—it
is well worth it.

LIST OF ST ALBERT’S BEST UNVEILED
Ellen Duffy is a proud mother—her daughter, Pat McConnell, was honoured recently
by not only making it on the list of St. Albert Volunteer Citizen of the Year finalists,
but winning it— coming in first out of 104 contenders.
Pat began volunteering for the St Albert P.A.R.T.Y. program in 1994. P.A.R.T.Y. Is
the acronym for Prevent Alcohol and Risk Related Trauma in Youth, which is dedicated to educating students so that they can make safe choices.
Pat contributed thousands of volunteer hours to the program as a presenter and as a
volunteer coordinator of the program. During her tenure, more than 7,200 Grade 9
students attended the P.A.R.T.Y. Program.. (The St Albert Gazette, April 19, 2006

Congratulations Pat McConnell
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Pat Skidmore, Editor
2707 Fernwood Road
Victoria BC V8T 3A3
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Email: patskidmore@shaw.ca

First published in 1939.

Send in your stories for the
Christmas 2006 Issue

Edward Redshaw & John Scarlett
Ken Armstrong photo

♦ further information on the book, Windows — the Rhodesia Fairbridge
Memorial College Autobiography.
♦ more photographs from John Robinson
♦ a story from Winnie Messer

Next Gazette: Christmas Issue—December 2006
Here’s your chance to get your stories published
in the Fairbridge Gazette. Send in poems, adventures, Fairbridge tales, what you are doing now
or whatever you would like to see in your Gazette.

WANTED
COLUMN
Are you looking for a long lost friend?

The deadline for submission for the next issue is
November 1, 2006.

Confirmation of a Fairbridge Memory?

Send them via snail mail:

Send in your requests to our

Pat Skidmore, Editor
2707 Fernwood Road
Victoria BC V8T 3A3
Or email:
patskidmore@shaw.ca

An old photograph? A forgotten recipe?
Or?
WANTED COLUMN.

Do you have any news to report?
Send it in to the Around Town
column.

